Being, becoming and behaving:
Developing Christian identity and
chaplaincy in a plural world.
Introduction
This paper will examine some of the questions surrounding the formation of early Christian identity,
specifically as that identity is formed in interaction with other religious and cultural traditions. It will
do so by reference to the communities in Asia Minor, addressed by two New Testament documents:
1 Peter (with a focus on 2:4-10) and Revelation. It will then briefly consider some of what a modern,
chaplaincy context could learn from the approach and teaching of these New Testament texts, in
terms of its relationship with – and capacity to be shaped by – other faiths and the secular
environment.

Being
While the Christian communities in Asia Minor, addressed by both 1 Peter and Revelation, may be a
mixture of Jews and gentiles, it seems probable that they consisted primarily of the latter;1 1 Peter’s
message is that their conversion guarantees them incorporation into the people of God. Among the
biblical designations for the church are those which more naturally apply to those converted from
outside the chosen people of God, who are, prior to their conversion, ‘not a people’;2 they become
God’s people, or children of Sarah,3 by conversion rather than by birth. Those references which
might seem more applicable to Jews, on the other hand, refer to those dispersed from a homeland
identifiable not as Judea but as God’s heavenly kingdom.4 Meanwhile, references to their life before
becoming Christians suggest a Graeco-Roman background,5 while the fact that many of the churches
in the area are of pauline foundation might tentatively add to the conclusion that they are
predominantly gentile. Given Christianity’s Jewish roots, the Tanakh was authoritative from the
beginning, so it is not surprising that it should be used to such an extent, even in addressing gentiles.
Similarly, what is known of the social and ethnic make-up of the area addressed by Revelation,
together with the author’s apparent polemic against Roman oppression and the cult of emperor
worship,6 suggest that these congregations may again be predominantly – if not exclusively –
composed of gentile Christians.
These are, then, gentiles who have become part of what is still essentially a Jewish sect; it would
seem probable that this would raise questions of identity for such Christians. They are not obviously
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and unambiguously included within the unique relationship which the people of Israel have with
their God; they are not, for instance, permitted within the inner courts of the temple, in which the
most holy rituals were performed. The question of how Paul and his communities dealt with this
inherent tension – the issues around circumcision and food laws with which they wrestled and the
conclusions which they reached – are well rehearsed and are not our concern here, but should also
be held in mind as we consider the ways in which the petrine epistle and Revelation approach the
issue.
If these gentile converts to Christianity might feel equivocal about their status within God’s favour,
however, their place within their native religious milieu is clearly sacrificed, and with it, much of
their ability to participate in the civic or social life of their community. It is difficult to reconstruct
precisely what part religion played in ordinary people’s private lives,7 but some important
documents give some indication of its pervasiveness; fictional works, such as Apuleius’ exploration
of magic in The Golden Ass,8 or Petronius’ Dinner with Trimalchio9 illustrate aspects of GraecoRoman religious life, as does Plutarch’s discussion of superstitio and atheism.10 Also relevant are
inscriptions11 and archaeological remains of household shrines (discoveries at Pompeii and
Herculaneum being particularly valuable).12 The interpretation of this data is not straightforward, in
part because religion appears to have been primarily a public or state matter, with ‘private’ religion
an element of the individual’s participation in civic life and conduct as a good citizen.13 On this view,
the political and religious spheres are inextricably linked, to the point of being virtually inseparable.14
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Public and private religion seem to be concerned in large part with obtaining and maintaining divine
favour and goodwill,15 which was largely an issue of correct observance of form and ritual. 16 There
was room within this system for considerable latitude as to actual beliefs, as long as ritual practice
was maintained; this, however, was beyond what could be countenanced by the Christian
community. Guilds, associations, public office, games, social activity would all require sacrifice to the
gods or to the emperor, or the holding of priestly office. Public and private life seem to have been so
thoroughly infused with religious involvement that conversion to Christianity must have been
socially and politically isolating.
Not much more can be known about those who first received and preserved the books, but we
might speculate that 1 Peter’s recipients were generally lacking in political or domestic power,
perhaps of lower social status.17 The churches clearly contained slaves18 and women,19 and
instruction is directed to these two groups, with no equivalent for masters, and relatively little for
husbands.20 Revelation, if the letters to the seven churches are a reliable guide, may be received by a
socially relatively diverse group.
Both texts appear to have been written to those who suffer; the word eiv, in 1 Peter 1:6, suggests
potential suffering, although the aorist participle, luphqe,ntej, and the wider context of the letter,
perhaps give it the more definite sense of ‘despite’, or ‘although’. It is not particularly clear how
severe the suffering is; the comparison in verse 7, with gold refined by fire, may suggest something
intense, but as the metaphor is directed to the outcome, not the nature, of the trials, this probably
reads too much into the parallel.
The form is also unclear; it could plausibly be persecution by the state authorities,21 or the
determined, possibly violent, opposition of neighbours or families.22 1 Peter 3:13-17 seems to speak
of general opposition, although the ‘defence’ (avpologi,an) and the ‘abusers’ (evphrea,zontej) might
refer to a courtroom trial.23 The comparison in the following passage (v.18ff), with the sufferings of
or worship to ruling or powerful figures; but cf. B. Dignas, Economy of the Sacred in Hellenistic and Roman Asia
Minor (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002). 271-8.
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Christ, may imply that Christians also risked death at the hands of the law or violent mobs, or simply
were called to take as their model Christ, who suffered unjustly. The preceding passage (2:11-3:12) is
concerned with their daily conduct, advocating submission to authority, humility, piety, and mutual
love, so that their godly life will leave their accusers without an accusation, or, if not preventing
persecution, will at least ensure that their suffering is for the sake of Christ, which brings blessing.24
The present reality of suffering is much clearer in 4:12-19; verses 12, 13 and 19 in particular speak
not of what might come to be, but of what is the case. The appearance of eiv again in verses 14 and
16, does not contradict this, as any individual might be fortunate enough to escape.25 The
implication is also of severe suffering – of a community taken by surprise by the ferocity of its
afflictions; the eschatological framework also suggests a need of greater hope and comfort than
human power could provide.
The parallel between glorious suffering ‘in the name of Christ’ and shameful suffering for doing
wrong26 may suggest the criminalising of Christianity, such that the two penalties take the same
form; likewise the implication of suffering for being a Christian, rather than for any specific act.27
However, more general opposition may be at issue here, with Christianity – or popular prejudices –
becoming the focus of popular dislike.28 Taken together with the call to holy living in chapters 2 and
3, this builds up a picture of a religious community, disliked and often victimised by the wider society
in which it was located, but eager to show that there was no reason to fear or reject it.
5:9 may not refer to externally imposed suffering at all, but to the struggle with temptation. Indeed,
the two may be the same – the call to be holy29 perhaps recognises that it may be precisely because
of persecution that temptation arises. If persecution is in mind, it is clearly not localised. There is no
evidence for state persecution on this scale;30 it may suggest that Christians worldwide lived with the
constant threat, or evn [tw/|] ko,smw| may refer to churches in various locations across the empire, rather
than a universal phenomenon. More likely, however, is that the suffering envisaged is the struggle to
maintain a godly life in the face of general opposition, which may be experienced as popular
resentment or even violence; it may at times include official penalisation, but is not limited to such
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situations. Rather, it is addressed to a situation where opposition and the danger of violence are part
of daily reality.31
In the case of Revelation also, uncertainty over dating means that no conclusive answer can be given
as to which – if any – period of official oppression lies behind the writing.32 Whatever its origin or
nature, however, it seems that there is here either the expectation33 or actual reality of genuine,
tangible suffering.34 The writer’s knowledge or assumption that there have been or will be martyrs
(2:13; 6:9-10; 17:6), and his use of the apocalyptic genre, combine to portray a context in which to
be a Christian is neither safe nor easy.
There is, however, one apparent inconsistency. It is easy to see why, under threat or in the face of
violent hostility, a once faithful community may abandon its ways and conform – outwardly at least
– to the religious and civic demands of its persecutors or wider society. However, it seems unlikely
that a persecuted community would be ‘luke-warm’, like the church in Laodicea, or lack passion or
earlier commitment, as with that in Ephesus. Persecution might be expected to sharpen the mind
somewhat, and while the less committed may abandon a faith, zeal will often increase among those
who remain. It may be, of course, that a general hostility short of outright persecution would cause
people to remain nominally committed, while avoiding too great a display of religiosity,35 and in this
case, Revelation’s fiery language and imagery might be designed to stir up in the likes of the
Laodiceans a sense of the urgency of their faith, for which some have died and many more may
suffer and die in future.
In this context, therefore, it is perhaps understandable that there is some emphasis in both letters
upon the identity of the Christian communities. 1 Peter 2:4-10 draws upon some very distinctively
Jewish ideas, using Exodus 19:5-6 and perhaps Isaiah 9:2; 43:21; 61:6; Deuteronomy 7:6; 14:2; Hosea
1:9-10; 2:23 to give an account of the status and identity of the Christians. Particularly powerful is
the climax to this passage, in verses 9-10; this is, as we have noted, a group of gentiles, and hence
outside of the covenant relationship between God and God’s chosen people. In addition, it is a
community which is on the receiving end of hostility, and whose religious convictions will prevent its
full participation in the religious – and hence civic – life of the society in which its members live. And
yet, here, they are endowed with some key tenets of Jewish identity as the chosen people of God –
31
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as a people and a nation, as royal – and described in terms of the temple and cult which stood at the
centre of all this: they are a priesthood, and they are holy. They are consciously being included
within the previously unique status of the Jews, and being brought within the terms of the covenant.
The focus is on the relationship of the Christian community to God, and perhaps its standing relative
to the other, less holy, nations. The position of these verses suggests that this is the point towards
which the writer has been working as he explores the church’s calling. Nevertheless, even in the
midst of this climactic section, the community is identified as having a purpose and task: the
declaration of the praises of God. The emphasis may be upon the status of God’s people and their
privileged position,36 but this does not come without a corresponding response and responsibility.
Verse 5, conversely, appears to be predominantly concerned with the role to be exercised by the
people and priesthood of God. In imitation of Christ, they are to be – or are being – built up into
God’s house, to offer ‘spiritual sacrifices’. In some sense, they are to take on the identity of the place
of worship and assume responsibility for offering that worship. The picture is not straightforward,
however; the emphasis may be upon their responsibilities, but the description, ‘holy’, while surely a
call to ritual and ethical purity, is also, perhaps more deeply, a statement about the relationship of
the priesthood to the God it serves. To be holy is to be close to, and closely identified with, God. 37
The very holiness of the Christians is the sign of their priesthood and divine acceptance. This is no
self-appointed priestly body; it is a community dedicated to and by God.
In Exodus 19:6,38 the promise was made to Israel, that they would, in the future, become ‘a kingdom
of priests and a holy people’, conditional upon their obedience (19:5). In Revelation, as in 1 Peter,
this promise is applied to the church with the crucial difference that it is now in the past,
accomplished already. In this context, the progression of the doxology in which the promise is first
located within Revelation (1:5-6) is significant: “To the one who loves us and freed us from our sins
by his blood, and made us a kingdom, priests for his God and Father….” The condition of obedience,
laid upon Israel in Exodus 19:5, has not been fulfilled, so, on the way to making them royal and
priestly, the problem of their sin had to be dealt with. Rather than live in a certain way in order to
earn a certain status, they were lifted from sinfulness, all the way to priestliness. The doxology is
also striking for its linking of priesthood with Christ’s love; the relationship of love between Christ
and the church, rather than the covenant between God and God’s people, now forms the basis of
their status.
One implication of being priests is proximity to the sanctuary, and hence to God. Similarly, the
priestly status of those who participate in the first resurrection39 means that they are admitted to
the presence of God,40 in contrast with all who do not share in this resurrection,41 whose fate is
separation from God.42 Revelation certainly envisages the a`,gioi43 approaching God – o` a`,gioj44 – with
an astounding degree of access. Saints, drawn from all the nations are hailed as priests in 5:10, then
36
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in 7:9ff, great multitudes from these nations come themselves before the throne and the Lamb and
participate in the heavenly worship. This idea of priesthood, drawn from Exodus 19:6, is picked up
again in Revelation 20:6, where the special status reserved for the saints is intensified for the
martyrs. In identifying the Christians as priests, John is perhaps not overly concerned with how such
priestliness may be lived out in practice – his main concern is to reflect on their status in God’s eyes.
Being made ‘priests’ is to be made special for God, set apart for a life dedicated to God, in general
and ontological, rather than functional, terms.
In addition, however, John may be reflecting something of the Christians’ relationship with the
world. It does not seem that that the priests of 1:6, 5:10 and 20:6 have a mediatory role, but there
are other relationships to be had, and again it may be a question of status. Some have seen the
‘royal’ element as dominant in the use of Exodus 19:6, with the priestly aspect retained primarily
from habit or an unwillingness to do violence to the scriptural text.45 Vanhoye almost certainly
overstates the case in arguing that the ‘royal’ dimension is essentially an outworking of the priestly
status,46 but it is nevertheless worth remembering that John’s much freer use of the reference in
20:6 not only retains the priesthood, where it could easily have been dropped, but retains it in a
form truer to that part of the Exodus verse than ‘kingdom’, which is transmuted into a verb,
basileu,w. It is probably unjust to the writer’s deliberate intentions to dismiss the priestly dimension
as habit; the fact that they are so consistently linked, suggests that they are associated in the
author’s thinking. If the idea of royalty relates to the saints’ position in the world, so partaking in
Christ’s reign on earth offers the persecuted Christians a seemingly reversed relationship with a
hostile world,47 it is surely not far-fetched to suggest that the related idea of priesthood may also
denote an elevated status in relation to the world.
Probably, the two terms together are necessary to express the full status of the believers. Basilei,a
expresses the church’s elevated position in the world and i`erei/j the position of the believers in
God’s eyes. Both aspects of their status come from Christ’s love and blood (1:6), and, in its fullest,
most glorious manifestation, through their own participation in Christ’s sacrifice (20:6), which may
seem to make them victims but in fact declares them to be a privileged elite. Ultimately, then,
through its application to the church of the promise made to Israel in Exodus 19:6, Revelation
reflects a special status which comes in part from being priests and consequently having fuller and
closer access to God.48
The closing chapters of Revelation are concerned with a glorious future, represented through the
‘new heaven and new earth’ and the renewed city of Jerusalem.49 In this culmination of the
purposes of God, however, the priesthood of his people plays no explicit part; no reference is made
to their priestly position in the new creation. Mathewson argues that 22:3-5 expresses the
perfection and fulfilment of the believers’ dual – priestly and royal – status; 22:3b-5a reflects a
fulfilled priesthood, and 22:5b a fulfilled reign.50 Vanhoye draws attention to the continuance of
worship in the presence of God, and the parallel between the Lord’s name on the forehead of the
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worshippers and the inscription of consecration on the high priest’s diadem.51 He points also to the
intimacy with God,52 superior to that of the high priest,53 which indicates the priesthood of the
saints, perfectly fulfilled.54 This again unites priesthood with reign, now also a fulfilled reality.55 This
argument is compelling, but it is notable that these chapters contain no direct reference to the
priesthood of the saints, nor do they draw upon Exodus 19:6 in their imagery of the final salvation
and re-creation of the heavens and earth.56 Vanhoye perhaps overstates the significance of the
priestly image to Revelation as a whole, and is therefore apt to see priestly service and reference
throughout, but his insight regarding the uniquely free access of the saints into the presence of God
is a helpful one. It is perhaps this which is of importance for Revelation, rather than their
consecration as priests, which is simply one way of reminding them of the extraordinary privilege
which is – or will be – theirs, in their ability to stand before their Lord in praise and worship.
In the end, then, it appears to be the people’s relationship with God which is fundamental to their
identity, in relation to both God and the world. Their place in this world and in the next, their
participation in the community of worshippers gathered around the throne – all this is based upon
their privileged standing as the people of God, drawn from ‘every tribe and tongue and people and
nation’,57 which gives them a closeness to God and a right of approach, never before enjoyed even
by his own people. In both 1 Peter and Revelation, the Christian communities of Asia Minor are given
confidence in God’s love, in their status, in their future and destiny, and in the fundamental
rightness of their position, as against any which stands in opposition to them.

Becoming
How, then, is this special identity to be reconciled with the reality of life in the earthly sphere,
amidst the mundane and often hostile realities of Graeco-Roman society? Here, another, rather
different, Jewish concept might perhaps be found to be of importance. 1 Peter opens by addressing
itself to the parepidh,moij diaspora/j58 and this idea recurs in 1:17 and again in 2:11. This latter
reference, which leads into the ethical exhortations which form a major part of the letter,
immediately follows the inclusion of the gentile Christian communities within the designations of
God’s people. To be aliens or exiles is not, perhaps, a major step away from such an identity; rather,
they seem to be included within that part of the people which forms the ‘dispersion’ or ‘diaspora’.
In Elliott’s study of i`era,teuma in the Septuagint,59 he draws parallels between the use of the words
i`era,teuma and poli,teuma, with the idea of a i`era,teuma precisely deriving from the self-understanding
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of a Jewish community living in the diaspora.60 This, then, raises the question of what this selfunderstanding might be. The concept of a poli,teuma might be defined as a community of one
particular ethnicity living as foreigners in a particular city, granted at least a degree of legal
protection and political or cultural self-determination.61 Smallwood argues that this was a common
arrangement, existing in Antioch, Ephesus, Sardis, Berenice and elsewhere, and that the
communities formed “a recognized, formally constituted corporation of aliens enjoying the right of
domicile in a foreign city and forming a separate, semi-autonomous civic body, a city within the
city.”62
A Jewish poli,teuma, then, was a community with enough autonomy to ensure that the Jews could
live precisely as Jews. If this was a situation which was sought-after by members of the Jewish
diaspora, it would seem that their Jewish identity was of some real importance to them. To speak of
being a poli,teuma places some emphasis on the homeland from which the diaspora Jew has come
and the ethnic identity to which he or she looks. This can be seen, for instance, in Paul’s use of the
word to identify the Christians as citizens of heaven.63 Philo, too, uses the cognate verb, politeu,omai,
to speak of the patriarchs retaining their identity as citizens of the heavenly ‘homeland’. 64
Conclusions here must be tentative, but it would seem that at least some contemporary diaspora
Jews understood their identity as a poli,teuma to emphasise their commitment to living out their
Jewish identity in their host city;65 this would accord well with such displays of loyalty as the
commitment to the Temple at Jerusalem.66 Van Unnik goes further, arguing that ‘diaspora’ was, in a
sense, the logical conclusion of ‘exile’, in that the people of God was not only removed from its
homeland, but was in a sense dismantled or dismembered as a nation. It was to be understood as
the effect of God’s punishment, a state to be lamented, and there would have been in theory – and
perhaps in practice – a longing to return to the holy land.67
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Does this, then, imply that the diaspora Jew, living as part of a poli,teuma, had no loyalty or
commitment to the local city? It might be supposed that their choosing to continue living there,
rather than relocating to Jerusalem or Judea, would suggest that this is not the case. Barclay argues
that:
“Diaspora communities ... retain a sense of belonging elsewhere (in memory,
myth or longing to return), but also typically develop strong attachments to their
present place of belonging. In this sense ‘diaspora’ is a much more complex ...
phenomenon than ‘migration’, since a diaspora community is neither a wandering
body of people, nor simply a community of ‘immigrants’ absorbed into a new
home.”68
Kraabel, like van Unnik, sees ‘diaspora theology’ as developed out of ‘exile theology’, but he sees it
as transformed into a positive identity, held with pride.69 The diaspora, he argues, no longer sees
itself as in exile from the holy land, but rather as itself a part of that holy land, within its host nation
or city.70
If Elliott is right to draw parallels between the words i`era,teuma and poli,teuma, it might follow that
the Jewish diaspora – at least in some of its manifestations – held a distinctive identity, not only as a
holy people in an unholy nation, but precisely as a community which is holy on behalf of the unholy.
Just as the separated priesthood of the temple maintained purity and offered worship on behalf of
Israel and the dispersed Jews, so those dispersed Jews saw themselves, on this analysis, as
maintaining purity and offering synagogue worship on behalf of the nations. The Jews of the
dispersion became “a priestly community charged with the worship of the true god,” with “a divinely
endowed religious mission to fulfil.”71
Of course, this is, to a large degree, speculative, and should be accepted only with caution, but it
seems broadly convincing. It does, at least, provide some explanation of why i`era,teuma is found on
so few occasions, so many of which originate in one diaspora community.72 It would also go some
way towards explaining why the priestly designation of Exodus 19:6, apparently largely disregarded
by many Jewish movements which one might expect to make use of it, seems of relative importance
to these diaspora Jews. Perhaps, diaspora Judaism, largely constituted of lay Jews, has a particular
need to be corporately priestly, given its higher degree of holiness than the local population as a
whole and the probable shortage of designated priests in its midst. The role of worship and
atonement which the priests perform on their behalf, they fulfil for the profane nations; this remains
true for all Israel, imbued with a priestly quality,73 but the diaspora is perhaps uniquely placed to
appreciate such a status.74 Add to this the fact that Jewish communities in the dispersion generally
lived with the status of outsiders, lacking the privileges of citizenship of either Rome or their own
polis, and isolated from the centre of Jewish religious life, and we have a picture of a people
potentially seeking an identity with status and value.
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As we have already identified, this outsider status is one which belongs also to the Christians of Asia
Minor. That sense of being formed into a new community – one with its ‘ethnic’ roots elsewhere but
living out that identity in this world, as exiles and aliens – is perhaps, then, a valuable one for them
also. It also introduces a dynamic quality into their status; they hold a status and identity which is
epitomised by the idea that they once were ‘not a people’ but now are God’s holy people, but that is
an identity which is not merely fixed and eternal, but is also being lived by reference to the world
around them, presumably being shaped by the reality of that life. It is an identity which is found in
the tension between the homeland and the host city, and that place of tension should lend to it a
creative edge, which allows it to grow, develop and eventually come to full fruition. The sense that
theirs is not a completed status, but one which is being refined, is seen also in the idea that they are
being (or should be) built75 into a spiritual house.
This idea of a developing identity is seen perhaps even more in Revelation. The combination of
different tenses in speaking of the promise of Exodus 19:6 – whereby they have been ‘made ... a
kingdom [and] priests’ in 1:6 and 5:10, but ‘will reign’ in 5:10 and 20:676 – suggests different
promises, to be fulfilled at different points in time. Nevertheless, the visionary nature of the book
means that we cannot identify in a literal sense whether the privileges and status identified for the
church are already bestowed, or something into the possession of which they will come in future,
but the language nevertheless invites us to see a promise already made, the final fulfilment of which
is for another time and realm. The now and the not-yet, heaven and earth, interact and intertwine,
as symbolism and realism meet and together explain what is, for the writer, a real truth: that
Christians will, or do, enjoy a special relationship with Christ and with God – a relationship which
brings privileged and immediate access to the divine, a place in the worship of heaven and a role and
privilege in the life of the world.
The idea of an identity which is changing as a consequence of becoming part of the people of God is
found again in Revelation, although the image is subtly different from that in 1 Peter. Instead of
identifying a unified nation, scattered and dispersed throughout the profane nations, we have those
drawn from ‘every tribe and tongue and people and nation’,77 but who are then made into ‘a
kingdom’ – a single body. The understanding in each case, then, is that those who worship Christ are
recognisable as a single people, regardless of apparent differences of language, place of residence or
ethnic background.
It is perhaps particularly to be expected that gentile Christian communities, such as these, should
hold an emerging, developing identity. As converts to a faith which is growing out of – but still clearly
related to – a religious, ethnic and national identity to which they do not belong, they will almost
certainly bring with them some assumptions, understandings and interpretations which are different
from those of the Jewish Christians. The territory of Asia Minor was home to several centres of
imperial cult of regional importance,78 but the religious climate also varied with the geography of the
area. Around the coast were some significant cities, which would seem to have been more
hellenised; their shrines are correspondingly likely to be dedicated to the various Greek gods and
goddesses. Inland, however, in the more rural or mountainous regions, it seems likely that
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indigenous religions remained dominant, along with local languages and customs.79 Living in a
context in which so many religious traditions co-existed, and as converts from some of those
traditions, means that concepts such as ‘holy’, ‘priesthood’, ‘spiritual’, ‘temple’ and ‘sacrifice’ –
among others – will not be understood straightforwardly to bear the meaning which Jewish
scripture, custom and tradition might ascribe to them. It is also possible – perhaps even likely – that
their understanding of God and of the practice of their faith would be shaped to some extent not
only by, but also against the prevailing religious context. 1 Peter draws the recipients’ attention to
their former way of life, by way of drawing a contrast with how they should live now,80 while
Revelation appears to engage in polemic against Roman oppression and the cult of emperor
worship.81

Behaving
As we have noted, the status of the Christian communities as chosen, blessed and consecrated by
God would be especially significant in the context in which 1 Peter and Revelation appear to have
been written, where persecution and hostility are an ongoing feature of Christian life and witness;
this promise of God’s regard and loyalty would provide a strong motive for faithfulness under
suffering. It is, therefore, perhaps not surprising that the powerful rhetoric of 1 Peter 2:4-10, which
precedes a considerable amount of practical advice and encouragement for the beleaguered church,
and which begins with a call to imitate Christ and continues through a reminder of Christ’s
importance for his followers, should build up to a climax in which the status of those followers is
affirmed and celebrated. Nevertheless, at neither the beginning nor the end of this passage does the
writer neglect to identify a purpose for the believers as a priesthood or a people. It is not an aimless
state, but one in which their knowledge of, and relationship with, God places responsibilities upon
them of holiness, purity, worship, service, offering and proclamation. It confers holiness, with all that
this status implies, but also places upon them a responsibility to live out that holiness in their
obedience to God and their witness, as God’s people, to the world.
The first aspect of this call to witness seems to be concerned with faithfulness in the face of hostility.
1 Peter seeks to praise and encourage those who might suffer for their faith,82 not least because in
so suffering, they are living out their lives in imitation of Christ.83 Revelation 20:6 is perhaps still
more radical, in that those who so live and die are seen not merely as priests, and reigning, but
reigning ‘with Christ’, in a shared royal destiny. These are the elite – those martyred for their loyalty
to Christ, or whose faithfulness is remarkable. Their vocation has been to share fully in the passion of
Christ; but it is Christ’s passion which is the means by which the priesthood of all Christians is
achieved. This is the destiny of all who live out their Christian vocation, either to its fullest extreme,
by dying for their faith, or in complete faithfulness, being willing to die, and not succumbing to the
temptation to worship the beast. Their reward for sharing (or being willing to share) in Christ’s death
is to share in his resurrection life and relationship with God.84 The theme of suffering also leads into
that of glory; just as the blood of Christ gives rise to his worthiness to be worshipped,85 so the
suffering of the saints gives rise to their exalted status.86
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The second aspect of the witness relates to the quality of the life lived by the Christians. The appeal
to them, precisely as aliens and exiles, is to behave honourably precisely so that those among whom
they live may see how they live and ‘glorify God’.87 It seems, then, that the Christian duty of godly
conduct is not merely for the sake of the Christian soul, or only as a form of worship, but also as a
means of witness or proclamation to others. It is true that there is no explicit call to missionary
preaching and evangelism, but nevertheless, this very call to holiness forms a priestly duty of
mediation, representing God to the world, in the hope of bringing the world to share in the praise,
worship and glorification of God.88 This call to proclamation is seen also in 1 Peter 2:9: o[pwj ta.j
avreta.j evxaggei,lhte. The verb evxagge,llw in this context has typically been translated ‘proclaim’,
‘preach’, ‘declare’, ‘bring witness’, or similar, with the implication of proclaiming God’s goodness to
the world.89 Some scholars, however, have questioned this, including Michaels, who argues that it is
concerned with worship.90 On this view, evxaggei,lhte refers to proclamation to God of the goodness
or great acts (ta.j avreta.j) being celebrated; it becomes, then, not missionary preaching, but in
essence a form of praise.
The earlier reference to offering spiritual sacrifices would seem to suggest that the focus of the
designations in this passage is directed towards God. Seland argues that, at least in the strand of
diaspora thinking represented by Philo, a proclamation directed to God would be understood here,
precisely because of the association of ideas between sacrifice and proclamations of praise.91
Although Philo never uses the phrase pneumatika.j qusi,aj, he does, Seland suggests, connect the
concept of offering oneself to God as a sacrifice, with that of offering praise and worship.92 Thus, the
diaspora context provides some evidence of evxagge,llw being concerned with proclamation to God,
or worship. Sacrifice will, of course, contain a more human-focused element, in that offerings will be
made on behalf of the wider community; sacrifice is effective beyond the one who presides at the
altar. This ties in both with Elliott’s view of diaspora identity as in part a holy community in an
unholy world, and with the wider context of the letter, in which Christians are called to holy living in
a society which is far from holy in their eyes. Nevertheless, although this involves one aspect of
mediation between the human and divine realms, in that it represents unredeemed humanity to
God, it does not reciprocate and is hence in line with an understanding of proclamation which is to
God, rather than about God.
It would seem, then, that the primary focus of the Christian life is God; the believer is called to offer
spiritual sacrifice, praise and worship to God, and to live a pure, holy life as a means of honouring
God. Yet this is not the whole picture; the Christian community may operate as the representative of
a wider constituency, being holy and offering worship on behalf of those who are unable or unwilling
so to serve. In addition, the emphasis of the letter suggests that there is an element of
representation, or proclamation, of God to the world, in order to bring the world to worship God.
The third dimension of the call to live a Christian life as an act of witness is perhaps not a separate
category at all, being woven through the others: it is the call to holiness, and in particular, holiness
on behalf of others. In 1 Peter 2:4-10 it is predominantly a relational or status-based concept, with
emphasis on the churches’ election by God; it is simply being God’s people which makes them holy.
Through the letter as a whole, however, it is also an ethical category; it is the way in which they live
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which demonstrates that holiness to the world. Unlike the Jews, the holiness which is theirs by virtue
of God’s election comes not by birth into a particular race or nation, but rather by conversion; its
reality can therefore be seen by contrast with a convert’s previous life of sin.93
Christian holiness in 1 Peter is concerned with difference from the world in which the recipient
communities find themselves. They are not to be conformed to the world, but are to recognise their
distinctive status as God’s chosen people, set apart to worship and serve as God’s priesthood, and
are to live as citizens of heaven and people of God. Then the world will see their holiness. Their
identity as God’s holy nation and holy priesthood is not a call to isolationism; they are not to
preserve their holiness by separating themselves from the world, but, living as aliens and exiles,94
they are to live out their holy lives precisely in the world, as a witness to it.95 Thus, their holiness
speaks of the Christians’ standing before God and the manner in which they serve – and preserve
the purity of their relationship with – God; but it also speaks of the way in which their status and
special identity affects their life in the rather more unholy world.
The church as a holy community, then, relates both to its status in God’s eyes and to its priestly task.
Its holiness comes fundamentally from its proximity to God; it serves God and approaches God in
worship, so its holiness is of paramount importance, as God’s chosen people and possession. It is this
relationship, previously the unique preserve of Israel, which confers the church’s holiness upon it.
This comes, however, with a corresponding responsibility to live in a holy way, maintaining the
holiness necessary to approach God by the purity of its life and worship,96 and by imitation of Christ,
whose death it was which made the believers holy.97 In this aspect, there may also be an implicit link
to their identity as a ‘diaspora’,98 in that their ‘holiness’ and ‘priesthood’ is lived out by comparison
with – and, to a degree, for the benefit of – the communities in which they live.

Conclusion: the confessions of a chaplain
Christian chaplaincy is not fundamentally different in kind from Christian ministry in general; rather,
it seeks to exercise, in particular contexts, the Christian calling to live as a poli,teuma. It exists as
dispersed Christians, in ‘exile’ within institutions and communities that welcome or tolerate their
presence. The settings for chaplaincy are almost as varied as they are numerous, but my own
situation is as part of an ecumenical, Christian chaplaincy team, within a multifaith chaplaincy
service, embedded within a proudly secular university. There are three full-time Christian, and one
part-time Muslim, chaplains, and a wide team of volunteers, who give what time they can to support
students and staff of particular faiths.
There is certainly not persecution within this context; none of us fear for our safety for practising our
faith. There is, however, hostility to the very existence of a chaplaincy service among some who
exalt the university’s secular identity. This hostility is not unique to the Higher Education sector, and
we are, to some extent, protected in my university by the fact that we are paid for by the churches
and religious bodies which we represent. Nevertheless, it is there, and we do not help our case if we
become apologetic for our very existence; if we seek to play down our religious role, or to become
indistinguishable from fellow student support workers; if we become luke-warm and apathetic. We,
like the early Christians of Asia Minor, need to know ourselves as a holy nation, a people beloved of
God. We need to know that God takes pride in us, and in turn, we must take pride in our God.
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Our identity is not a static one, however. If we have a living faith, grounded in a confidence in our
God, then we will be well placed to learn from colleagues within the chaplaincy and the university.
On an ecumenical level, we seek to work and worship together, so that Christians can be united
more than divided. Across the wider chaplaincy, also, we seek for those common points with our
multifaith colleagues, which mean that we can work together in offering advice and support,
showing by acts of kindness that we care, and living out our shared belief in the uniqueness and
infinite worth of each person we encounter.
This does not, however, mean that our particular identities need to be hidden or ignored. A sense of
what is of real value within the Methodist tradition helps me, as the Methodist chaplain, to be
confident in the distinctive contribution which I can make to our communal life, while also knowing
what need not be insisted upon! We are strongest when we see ourselves as a Christian team, rather
than a collection of different denominations, but each bringing our own strengths and the strengths
of our traditions as a contribution to the work of the team. Again, among the multifaith team we
need not be afraid of our differences; if we have confidence and pride in the Christ we follow, who
died for us and who calls us to live in imitation of him, then we can engage in open, honest,
accepting interfaith dialogue, which will in turn act as a witness to others that we have love and
respect, not fear and mistrust, for those with whom we disagree. We can stand in solidarity with one
another, without feeling threatened by the positions which others hold. We are God’s own people,
who can proclaim the love and wonderful deeds of God in our interactions. And, if we do this well,
we will be changed and reshaped, sometimes by attitudes which we feel called to challenge, and
sometimes by insights and truths which enlarge our understanding.
In the end, however, our life as Christians ‘in exile’ within the institution which hosts us is not for our
own benefit, or primarily for the benefit of Christian students, who can find that support in local
churches if they so wish. It is, rather, for those students – of any faith or none – who need to know
that they are loved. We pray for the well-being of the institution, its staff and its students, because
we are there to bring its needs before the God it often does not know. And we mediate both ways we are not there to bring God onto campus, but to make visible and manifest the work and love of
God. We may name the name of God, or we may simply act in godly ways, but we are visibly and
unashamedly representatives of God, seeking holiness by being in relationship with God, and living
that holiness for the sake of the university – not arrogantly, but proudly; not rigidly, but as those
longing to learn more of God and of life.
The chaplain must be a prophet, a priest, a citizen of God’s kingdom, an ambassador for God’s holy
nation, an inhabitant of a strange land, committed to the holiness of that land, able to communicate
with those of every tribe, tongue, people and nation, and to see in them God’s own people.

